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ABSTRACT OF PROPOSED RESEARCH

This application is for support of a program of investigation of

an area of 560 sq. km. which surrounds the Classic Maya site of

Tikal, Guatemala. The purpose of this investigation is to learn

the nature of settlement in what probably constituted the sustain-

ing area of this great pre-Columbian center-. To date, three months

of investigation have been completed, and funds are available for

a further three month period of investigation in 1966. A final

season of five months, however, will be rerjuirad to complete the

program. This application, therefore is for funda to support this

final season of investigation, planned fox'1- 1967, and to cover the

cost of preparation of the resultant re-ports.



BACKGROUND

A preliminary report which describes the objectives and

procedures of the sustaining area program, as well as the results

of the first three months of investigation, has been submitted

for publication to Science. This manuscript is included in the

present research proposal by way of background material.

TIIIAL, GUATEMALA AND THE PROBLEMS OF SUSTAINING AREA

The structure of the ancient Maya communities of the

Classic period (AD 300-900) has recently become a topic of.

lively controversy in Mesoamerican studies. On the one hand

are those investigators who hold that those sites with major

"temple" and Irpalace" ruins were merely empty ceremonial centers

which were periodically visited on ceremonial occasions by an

essentially rural population. On the other hand are those

who feel that the larger sites were true cities, with large

resident populations engaged in specialized activities. In

between these two extremes may be found virtually eveiry shade

of opinion (1). Yet, an understanding of the nature of the

prehistoric Maya community is essential for an adequate under--

standing of the well-known i-fciya achievements in art, archi-

tecture, religion, mathematics, and astronomy.

In view of this situation, the University of Pennsylvania

Museum, with the inception of the TiUal Project in 1956,

decided that considerable time and energy should be devoted

to the investigation of potential houses and associated fea--
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tiu?es at this great Classic Maya site. This, along with the

investigation of the ceremonial precincts., would then lead

to an understanding of the prehistoric Tikal community as a

whole. Indeed, a fundamental understanding of the Tikal com-

munity of Late Classic times is now possible, but it has be-

come increasingly apparent that a knowledge of settlement be-

yond the area covered by the aite map is necessary to achieve

a satisfactory understanding of Classic settlement and social

organisation at Tikal. It is our intention to explain here

why this is so, and to describe a program of research, now

in progress, which is designed to increase our knowledge in

this respect.

Tikalj the largest known Maya site of the Classic period,

is located in the lowland jungle of Guatemala's Department of

El Peten (2). Although the map of this site covers an area of

16 sq. km., there is reason to suppose that at least the northern

and southern boundaries fall beyond this area (3). A summary

outline of the settlement pattern at Tikal is now in print, so

only a brief sketch is needed here (4). In Lata Classic times,

Tikal was the home of a large population, conservatively esti-

mated at a3>out 10,000-11,000 persons. Variability is a prime

characteristic of the archaeological data. In Late Classic

t:Lmes there is an architectural continuum from simp3.e pole-

and-thatch houses to small range-type ("palace") structures,

vaulted and ncn-vaulted, which appear to have been lived in.

Burial patterns varied markedly, as did quality and quantity

of artifacts. These data combine to suggest considerable social
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diversity. Moreover, economic specialisation may be inferred

from such evidence as the high quality of stone carving9 elabo-

rate architecture, and sophisticated astronomical knowledge.

Stone chipping waste, from the chipping of stone tools, occurs

in some quantity in certain residential groups, but not in

others. Skeletal evidence suggests the probable existence of

an hereditary elite group. In short, it seems possible that

at least a siaeable majority of the inhabitants of Tikal were

engaged in activities other than farming.

Given this reconstruction of the Late Classic community,

it is vital to discover how such a socially and economically

diverse population could have been maintained. In other words,

the community must be viewed in relation to the economic base.

It is generally agreed that the Maya were dependent for sub-

sistence on a system of swidden (slash-and-bum) agriculture.

The traditional point of view has been that this is a highly

inefficient system which exerts a centrifugal effect on a popu-

lation. Thus, large and stable population concentrations

simply cannot be maintained, as the available soil becomes

rapidly exhausted (5). Only recently has another point of

view emerged to challenge this. This newer viewpoint stems

from a fuller understanding of swidden agriculture around the

world. Depending on such factors as soil productivity,, kinds

of crops grown, methods of storage, and methods of distribution,

awidden agriculture may in fact offer greater economic rewards

than some more "advanced" methods (6).

In El Peten, recent studies of agriculture potential sug~
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gest that one man, aided by his family, can supply corn for

about twelve people. If so, this would free about half the

population for other kinds of specialist activity. Theoreti-

cally, a population of .about 38 to 77 persons per sq. km. could

be supported, a higher carrying capacity than that of Yucatan

(7). We would emphasise, however, the very tentative nature of

such calculations. Agricultural studies in the southern Maya

area are in their infancy, and we do not know yet that any such

levels 6f population did exist. On the other hand, the carry-

ing capacity of the land may have been even greater, for it

must be pointed out that current studies have ignored the

value of crops which may be planted among maize, such as

beans and squashes, which may even have larger per-acre yields

than maize. Nor do these studies take into account the possi-

bility that root crops may have been grown in areas such as

the extensive logwood swamps, or bajos, which are unsuited to

other crops (8). Yet we do know that in Postclassic Yucatan

swidden agriculture was sufficient to sustain an estimated

population at Mayapan of 11,000 or 12s000 persons living in

an area of a little more than four sq. km.9 few of whom seem

to have been farmers (9). In other words, farmers living

on the land around Mayapan contributed their surplus produce

(voluntarily or otherwise) to maintain the inhibitants of that
//'

center. /The key here seems to have been a system of distribu-

tion which overcame any necessity for an even distribution of

a sparse population over the land/ Certainly, the same possi-

bility must also be allowed for El Peten (10).
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This somewhat rudimentary knowledge of swidden agriculture,

applied to the reconstruction of the Late Classic Tikal community,

led us to develop the sustaining area hypothesis (11), a con-

cept adopted from Satterthwaite (12). It was felt that this

hypothesis could then serve to orient future research, and it

could be altered and refined as investigation proceeded. By

sustaining area, we mean the area occupied by a population which

provided food for the inhabitants of the center (in this case

Tikal). This is a purely economic definition, and we would

keep open the possibilities which were included in Satterthwaite's

original definition;/namely, that the population of such an area
/

had their primary religious and political ties to Tikal, and

they may have provided various services for the inhabitants of

Tikal, and perhaps even labor for construction. However, it is

possible that a system of free trade might have resulted in a

situation where political boundaries might not have coincided

with sustaining area boundaries.\

The Sustaining Area Hypothesis

To set forth the sustaining area hypothesis as originally

formulated, we must begin with four specific propositions which

seemed to require a sustaining area around Tikal, covering an

extensive region, with areas of sparse population as well as

local centers of population. These were: 1) Cowgill!s asser-

tion that the carrying capacity of the land in the Peten is 38-77

persons per sq. km.; 2) Haviland's conclusion that Tikal (as rep-

resented by the 16 sq. km. site map) had a Late Classic popula-
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tion of at least 10,000 - 11,000 persons with a mean density of

1,000 - 1,100 persons per sq. km. of usable land; 3) the possi-

bility that there was insufficient space for heavy agricultural

activity at Tikal; and 4) Haviland's proposal that the popula-

tion of Tikal was made up for the most part of occupational

specialists (meaning those people not directly concerned with

the production of food). If these were the case, there would

have to have been a sizeable farming population living beyond

Tikal to provide the necessary food.

Although we must emphasize the very tentative nature of

such calculations, Cowgill's current estimate of the carrying

capacity of the Peten, as well as her proposition that swidden

agriculture is efficient enough to free a little over one-half

the population from concentrated food production, would necessi-

tate a sustaining area of between 267 to 534 sq. km. This would

have been necessary to allow for approximately 10,000 full-time

farmers and their families to provide food for 10,000 non-farmers

at Tikal. Since this only refers to the usable terrain, the

actual sustaining area would perhaps have to have covered a

larger total territory. The population for "greater Tikal,"

then, would have been about 20,000-22,000 persons as a minimum.

If we use the lower estimate of 38 persons per sq. km., a circu-

lar sustaining area with Tikal at the center would have had a

radius of at least 13 km. Although we might expect that, in its

early days, Tikal would have been somewhere near the true center

of its sustaining area, later population growth would have had

to adjust to various features of the terrain, such as unusable
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bajosj and also to other growing centers of population. There-

fore, in the latter part of the Late Classic period, we would

not necessarily expect Tikal to have been in the geographical

center of its sustaining area. In fact, the boundaries of

this area would probably have been highly irregular.

With these points in mind, an understanding of the loca-

tions of the nearest major sites relative to Tikal seemed in-

structive. To the north Uaxactun is about 20 km. away; to the

east Nakum is a distance of approximately 21 km.; to the south-

east Yaxa is about 30 km. away. There are only small sites to

the west. It would appear, then, that there was more than

enough room to allow a sustaining area of 534 sq. km., even

taking into account unusable areas of bajo. In fact, this figure

might even be tripled, for it would appear that there was even

a much larger area available to sustain the population of Tikal,

particularly to the west. It is implicit, of course, that cer-

tain smaller sites, such as Uolantun, Chikin Tikal and perhaps

El Encanto, would have to be included within such a sustaining

area. These might perhaps be thought of as "satellites" of

Tikal, local centers of population, administration, arid religion.

The Sustaining Area Program

In order to subject the sustaining area hypothesis to test,

a program was launched in 1965 to investigate a zone beyond the

limits of the Tikal site map (13). This zone of investigation

has been limited to that of the Tikal national park, an area

of 576 sq. km. with Tikal located in the center. The size of



this zone, then approximates the hypothetical size of the ancient-

sustaining area. Within the park, modern survey trails (brechas)

extend out 12 km. from the center of Tikal to the north., south,

east, and-west, while the park itself is delimited by survey

trails which run for a total distance of 95 km. (24 km. to a

side). Although we would not expect the national park and the

ancient sustaining area to be congruent, the park does provide

an accessible zone which perhaps would cover the greater portion

of an area of the size proposed.

Specifically, tha sustaining area program is concerned with

five problems, all of which are closely interrelated. The first

of these is the problem of definition of Tikal itself. So far,

the limit of the site may be demarcated only on the eastern side,

where the extensive bajo de Santa Fe imposes a clearcut geograph-

ical limit just beyond the eastern edge of the site map. To the

north and south, and perhaps the west as well, ruins continue be-

yond the limits of the 16 sq. km. site map. This has led some

Mayanists to the conclusion that settlement continues on inde-

finitely from Tikal, and that population density here is no

greater than in most other areas of the Peten (14). In contrast,

it is our impression that delineation of Tikal in terms of den-

sity of settlement is possible. A thorough reconnaissance of

selected tests strips running out from Tikal should make it

possible to resolve this issue.

A second problem involves a comparison of population density

at Tikal with that of the countryside in general. If in fact

9
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the population of Tikal was largely non-fawning, we would ex-

pect to find some reflection of this in terms of settlement

distribution. Specifically, we might expect a somewhat sparser

density in areas where agriculture was the primary economic

activity, and more of a concentration where people were engaged

in a variety of non-farming activities, but this remains to be

seen. Again, thorough reconnaissance of specific areas can

provide the necessary information.

A third problem is the relationship of settlement to topo-

graphy. For example, it is practically certain that the Maya

did not live in the great bajo areas where logwood is the charac

teristic form of vegetation. However, local reports indicate

that those bajos where corozal is the characteristic form of

vegetation are today especially favorable for agriculture. Per-

haps, then, the existence of such areas may have exerted some

effect on patterns of settlement in the past. Generally speak-

ing, if population was not so dense beyond Tikal itself„ perhaps

its distribution would reveal significant factors with regard

to preference for certain types of land over others fov settle-

ment. Again, reconnaissance (in this case over rather extensive

areas) can provide the necessary information.

A fourth problem is of utmost importance with respect to

the three already mentioned and it concerns the relative numbers

of structures in use at any one time. It may well be that all

the ruins in what we call the sustaining area had a Late classic

occupation, a possibility in accord with the situation at Tikal.

If so, it is possible that this came about through a wave of
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particular tirae and spread out in all directions from Tikal.

It is in fact possible that there was such a wave of expansion

which consisted of people abandoning the site of Tikal around

A.D. 900, when that site was nearly completely deserted. On

the other hand, some of the structures visible today as ruins

may have been deserted prior to Late Classic times. Since

there presumably was less refuse of older structure fills

than occurred near the center of Tikal for the construction

of huge temples and pyramids, many older ones might remain

visible on the surface down to the present tirae. Therefore,

extensive test excavations must supplement reconnaissance to

render the latter more meaningful.

A final problem pertains to the nature of those small

nucleated sites which are to be distinguished from more dis-

persed settlements in the area beyond Tikal. Such sites usually

include raised plaza areas in association with temples and/or

range-type structures of substantial bulk, although some, such

as Uolantun, are considerably less complex. In the past, little

attention has been paid to these sites, unless carved stelae
/•>

happened to be found in their precincts (15).\ Such sites may

have been satellites, which is to say that they were local cen-

ters of population, administration, and 2>eligion which were

politically tied to I'ikalJ Although this seems to us a reason-

able assumption, it remains to be proven. For this,, reconnaissance

and extensive excavation will be necessary to learn the function

of the buildings found in such sites. Through comparison of sherds,
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artifacts, architecture, and burials with similar materials from

Tikal, we may discover cultural affinity, or lack of affinity,

to Tikal. This kind of approach may in fact be extended to the

proposed sustaining area as a whole, which may, have been a politi-

cal, as viell. as economic, entity. While it is doubtful that our

zone of investigation is of sufficient extent to cross any bound-

aries between a Tilcal sustaing area and, say, a Uaxactun sustain-

ing area, the possibility cannot be ruled out altogether. It is

clear, however, that differences of a sub-cultural nature do

exist between these two particular major sites. Therefore, wide-

spread comparisons of the sort proposed above for small, nucleated

sites may allow us to determine cultural affinity throughout the

area to Tikal. This information may then be related to current

theories on the subject of social integration in Maya culture (16).

Although more than a single season of work will be required

to shed light on the problems outlined here, on account of the

large area involved, certain preliminary statements are now possi-

ble on the basis of the first season's work. These relate to

methodology, and to certain preliminary generalizations with

respect to the problems under investigation.

Procedures

Anyone familiar with El Peten will realize the impossibility

of using aerial photography for reconnaissance, as had proved so

successful, for example., in the Teotihuacan valley of Mexico (17).

Around Tilcal, the jungle cover, which in most areas is well over

one hundred feet tall, obscures all but the tallest temples which
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may happen to project above it. Many ruins are so small that they

are all but invisible to the careful observer on the ground.

The only way to find evidences of settlement is in fact to go

out on foot into the jungle and search for them, but there remains

the problem of accurate location of such ruins once found. We

have already mentioned the survey trails, or brechas, which were

laid out by government surveyors in the national park. These

are straight, they have been measured and staked, and they are

oriented to the ceremonial nucleus of Tikal. Therefore, it was

decided to base our survey work on these brechas.

In the summer of 1965, a strip extending just over 10 km.

beyond the mapped area of Tikal which was 500 m. wide was sur-

veyed, using the brecha which runs south from the center of Tikal

at the center as a base line. Since the actual area to be covered

involved five sq. km. it was decided that a fairly rapid method

of mapping would have to be devised which, at the same time, would

be reliable. This excluded almost immediately the use of the

plane-table in preference for pacing. The limits of reasonable

mapping accuracy by pacing were determined by trial runs in aieas

which already had been mapped by other means. It was found thav':

in going out from the brecha 250 m. and then re tuning, accuracy

within 15 m. could be expected. This was in spite of the fact

that a good deal of time was spent crawling under logs and through

dense tangles of undergrowth. No ruins were missed in the trial

runs and it was found that contours could be sketched in with

reasonable accuracy. The use of an open compass held in,the hand

was found to be essential for maintenance of accuracy and orient-
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ation. The other hand was free to carry a small clipboard

On the south brecha, the most efficient method of mapping

was found to require five men in a line for each square of 250 im

These men were lined up 25 ra. apart on the brecha, facing either

east or west, with the mapper in the center. As the team moved

out, the mapper kept track of orientation and distance, whilia the

spacing between each man was maintained by calling back and forth

when the brush was too dense to see the next man in line. At the

outer limit of the squai'e, the entire team would shift south 125

m. and then move back 250 m. to the brecha. When a ruin, chultun,

or other feature was located by one of the team, the entire line

vjould stop while the mapper paced north or south of it, drew it

on the spot, and then returned to his previous position to continue

the survey. It may be said with reasonable ceî tainty that very

few platforms were missed. The same cannot be said for chultuns,

however, for these are difficult to see under any circumstances.

As far as the actual recording goes, the degree of coverage is

certainly close to that obtained in the original mapping of Tikal

itself, although accuracy of location inevitably is not so precise

The efficiency, accuracy, and completeness of this method of

mapping clearly increased as the work proceeded during the summer,

and it became possible to cover up to 250,000 sq. m. in a day

Although the south brecha went through several bajos of

three distinct types, these were all covered just as thoroughly

as the higher gx"ound to determine more exactly what the limita-

tions on settlement were, rather than assuming that evidence of

settlement would not be found on a particular terrain.

At the same time that the south brecha survey was being
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carried out, reports of new small nucleated sites within the park

were constantly followed up. Since these were not necessarily in

proximity to any of the survey brechas, another solution to the

problem of location had to be found. Various possible solutions

were considered, but the most feasible and reliable seemed to be

the use of a veri-pistol with red and white flares. Transit read-

ings on the flares were taken out over the jungle from the tops of

the major temples at Tikal, and the positions of the flares were

triangulated. The sites themselves were mapped either by paGing,

use of compass and tape, or plane-table and alidade, depending on

size and accessibility. Each method had its advantages and limita

tions, but it was decided that plane-table survey of the larger

sites was desirable because of the importance of knowing with

greater accuracy the proportional distances between structures

in a situation of more complex and concentrated architecture.

Results

In the course of the south brecha survey, a total of 468

structures and 75 chultuns were located. However, the survey

in some instances was extended slightly beyond the 500 m. strip,

so only 360 structures and 66 chultuns actually fall within this

area of five sq. Ion. These structures range in size from low

platforms to five sizeable pyramids as much as 10 m. in height.

In addition, an aguada with artificial embankments was also

located. Two fair-sized nucleated sites, Bobal and Mavajuelal, J

were found to be located in this strip also. There is a definite

drop-off in ruin density as one moves south on the strip. This
most
is/marked at a point approximately 7 Ion. from the center of
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Tikal, or five Ion. from the edge of the 16 sq. kin. site map. In

the other 10 km. of the strip, 76 structures were found in the

southern half (2.5 sq. km.) as opposed to 283 in the northern

half (2.5 sq. km.)- These figures may be converted to very

hypothetical population densities, in order to facilitate compari-

son to the Tikal data. On the basis of the few archaeological

tests made to date, it is possible that not all of these structures

had a Late Classic occupation. However, our sample is riot suffi-

cient at this point to allow us to say with any confidence what

percentage of the structures were occupied at this time There-

fore, our calculations will assume a Late Classic occupation of

95.5%, based on our information from the site of Tikal, although

this may in the long run turn out to be too high. We will make

the further assumption, again on the basis of the Tikal data, that

probably only 225 out of about 270 structures in use in Late Classic

times were houses. We wish to emphasize that further investigation

may show that these assumptions are unwarranted, so that we do not

consider these figures as any more than rough and ready population

estimates, to be altered in the future Nevertheless, they do

permit a discussion of certain important theoretical points. With

this warning in mind, if we multiply 225 houses by 5.6 persons

per house, this would give a population density of about 504 per-

sons per sq. km. for the 2.5 sq. km, of the survey strip nearest

to the Tikal site map. This compares with an average density for

the central nine sq. Ion. of Tikal of 800-900 persons per sq. km.

Neither of these figures takes into account the factor of non-

usable land. The density of the population of the southern 2.5
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sq. km. of the survey strip, is about 136 persons per sq. km.

This is quite evenly distributed over the land, except for a

alight increase along the edge of the logwood bajo at the extreme

south of the surveyed strip. These differences cannot be accounted

for on the basis of geography alone, and in fact this seems to

represent a maximum southern extension of Tikal, insofar as one

can limit the site on the basis of population density alone. If

we include the northern half of the survey strip in what we call

Tikal, it would suggest that in the future we may have to revise

upward the population estimate for Late Classic Tikal.

The tentative figures on population density for the survey

strip given above, when taken together, give a higher average

population density than one would expect on the basis of Cowgill's

figures for the carrying capacity of the Peten. This would seem

to open up certain possibilities as follows: 1) We have sampled

only the edge of the actual sustaining area, and the low popula-

tion density of the southern half of the survey strip continues

over a very considerable area beyond our zone of investigation;

2) The Peten was much more heavily populated than anyone sus-

pected, and Cowgill's figures are in fact too low; 3) A goodly

number of the structures on the survey strip actually had no

Late Classic occupation. We are inclined to favor a combination

of the fiî st and second possibilities $ but further research is

needed on this. The third possibility cannot be ruled out without

considerable test excavation.

Settlement is clearly related to topography, in that often

it falls off to nothing in low bajo areas. It is of interest to
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note that, just south of a stretch of bajo through which the north

branch of the Rio Holmul runs, settlement, which had completely

dropped off, returns to a density equal to that found in heavily

settled portions of Tikal. Possibly, this is related to the loca-

tion nearby of the nucleated site Bobal, although there is a sur-

prising lack of settlement immediately surrounding this site it-

self. Uo may also note some tendency toward relatively denser

settlement along the fringes of logwood bajo.

U'ith respect to small nucleated sites, we may now factor

out certain consistent features which seem to define one specific

type of site pattern. In the first place, all the major struc

tures of this type of site are situated on a platform, often with

several levels, which in many cases is high and has an almost

fortress-like appearance. These structures almost always include

large vaulted range-type structures, as well as a substantial tem-

ple situated on the east side of the platform. Often, a causeway

extends outward from the center of the site Second, there is,

with a single exception, a concentration of other structures

around the site in relation to the surrounding area. With the

exception of Jirnbal, a newly discovered site with carved stelae

just outside the park (18), all these sites lack ball courts

/"'--•f One other definite type of site pattern may be noted,, which

consists of a large temple on the east of a low, irregularly--
/

surfaced plaza area/ Only small structure platforms and a few

vaulted structures are located in the gener-al vicinity. Only

two such examples have been found t:o date One is on the south

brecha, 7.80 km., from the center of Tikal, and the other is

Uolantun.
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A dozen separate excavations have been carried out so far,

and these recovered ceramic material ranging all the way from

Preclassic through Postclassic times. So far, our samples are

too limited to permit much comment. T. Patrick Culbert, who

has examined this material, notes that the relative frequencies

of sherds of the various periods are comparable to those at

Tikal, with the exception of the Postclassic material: Two out

of twelve, (about 17%) of our excavations produced Postclassic

material; one on the south breeha, the other at Chikin Tikal.

This is a phenomenally high percentage when compared to the ex-

tremely small quantity of comparable material discovered in the

course of eight years of extensive excavation at Tikal. A word

of caution at this point is in order, for an adequate sample may

reduce this high percentage considerably. On the other hand,

it does raise the possibility that a sizeable Postclassic popu-

lation lived in the countryside around a nearly deserted Tikal.

It is even possible that some structures date exclusively from

Postclassic times, but this remains to be seen.

So far, we have little to say on the subject of possible

cultural affiliations to Tikal throughout the area. For this

we need much more in the way of excavation. However, there

are certain clear stylistic resemblances between the>;carved

monuments of El Encanto (19) and Jirnbal on the one hand, and

those at Tikal on the other. This opens the possibility that

other types of resemblances will be found as well.
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Conclusion

To conclude, we may say that the sustaining area hypothesis

has important implications with respect to Classic Maya economic

and socio-political structure. A start has been made toward

testing the hypothesis as it now stands,, and refining it and

altering it in the future as circtimstances require. The greatest

advances so far have been wade in teyms of methodology. A sys-

tem of mapping has been developed which is fast,, thorough, and

reasonably accurate. This must now be applied to other portions

of the park, the remaining brechas in particular, so as to sample
;

more adequately the area with which we are concerned. Moreover,

the extent of excavation will have to be increased. That this is

worthwhile is indicated by the fact that certain preliminary

generalizations are ali-eady possible on the basis of the data

at hand, which give us a foretaste of the sort of generaliza-

tions possible after perhaps two more seasons of work. Then,

we should have a good understanding of the relation of Tikal to

the surrounding countryside.

Illustrations

Figure 1. tJap of Tikal National Parks showing terrain and the

location of areas mapped in detail. In the center is the area

covered by the 16 sq. km. Tikal site map, with a mapped strip

500 m. wide running south from it (see Fig. 2). Contours are

in meters above sea level, and are based on aerial photographs

of the jungle canopy. Logwood bajos are also indicated. Dotted

lines show the survey trails which delimit the park and those
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which radiate out from the center of Tikal. Roads presently

open to jeep travel are indicated by broken lines Closely-dotted

lines show old roads which might be opened to provide access to

various portions of the park.

Figure 2. Detail of mapped strip which extends south to about

12 km. from the center of Tikal (see Fig. 1 for location). Struc-

tures are indicated in solid black, supporting platforms by

straight lines, chultuns by circles, and quarries by xxxx. De-

pressions which are not labeled as aguadas or reservoirs probably

were quarries, although there are now no exposed quarx-ied areas.

They do not appear to have been for the purpose of holding water

The original government survey trails for laying out the park

boundaries are indicated by dotted line. The North Branch of

the Holmul River is not indicated, as there is no visible stream

bed. Survey by Dennis Puleston.

Figure 3. ft preliminary graphic demonstration of the relation-

ship of settlement density and altitude along the 12 km. strip

(see Fig. 2), Altitude down the center of the strip is indicated

by solid line, structures within the strip by broken line. On

the basis of this, it is apparent that low terrain was unfavorable

for settlement. High ground was relatively heavily settled up

to a point 6 or 7 km. from the center of Tikal, whereupon the

correlation between high ground and heavy settlement ceases

Here, in terms of settlement density, there appears to be a

demonstrable limit to what we call "Tikal." Research along other

radii from the center of Tikal may further clarify this. There is
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a slight increase in settlement density at 10 km. on high ground

at the edge of a logwood bajo. Relatively heavy settlement along

the edges of such bajos may favor a theory that they were of

substantial importance to the Maya

Fiyure 4, Bobal, a small nucleated site 4 km. from the center

c/c Tikal (see Fig. 2 for location). A causeway connects the two

main portions of the site; another leads south into low semi-bajo

Typical of such sites are the high platforms and large vaulted

structures. Note the relative lack of settlement in proximity to

the site, Mapped by compass and pacing.

Figure 5. Navajuelal, a small nucleated site 9 km from the

center ol- Tikal (see Fig. 2 for location). Characterized by high

platforms and large structures, this site lacks a causeway A

large temple (ca. 15 m. high) located on the east of a plaza is

reminiscent of a pattern characteristic of many structure groups

at Tikal. A slight increase in settlement density along the edge

of Logwood bajo may or may not be directly associated with the

site. Mapped by compass and pacing

Figure 6. Chikin Tikal, a small nucleated site 3 km west of

Tikal (see Fig. 1 for location) As in the case of Bobal (Fig

4), a causeway connects the two sections of the site. High plat

forms are lacking, but large vaulted structures are not: Test

excavation and study of standing raasonx'y suggest the main period

of activity to have been Early Classic. Plane table survey by

Frank Bowles.
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Figure 7- Uolantun, a small nucleated site of little com-

ple&ity (see Pig. 1 for location). The nucleus consists of

a single temple 10 m. high with a stela in front. Surrounding

this are ruin mounds of small to moderate size Missing are

large vaulted structures, platforms, and causeways., such as

characterize more elaborate nucleated sites. The site is

very similar to one about 7.8 km. south of -the center of Tikal

on the 12 km. survey strip. The Early Classic stela appears

to have been reset at Uolantun, perhaps in Postc-lassic times.

Mapped by compass arid pacing.
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The research described in the manuscript is being continued in

June, July and August of 1966. During this time, it is planned

that two strips, each 500 m. wide, will be topped extending both

east and west of Tikal for a distance of 12 km from the center

of the site in both directions. This will be done in a wanner

similar to the south strip, and will be based on the survey trails

("brechas") laid out by the Guatemalan government. At the same

time, mapping and location of small nucleated sites within the

area of the Tikal National Park will continue. By the end of

1966, then, we will have maps of three radii (south, east, west)

extending outward 12 km. from the center of Tikal, as well as

maps of a large number of small nucleated sites located elsewhere

within the park. The third and final field season, then, would

be devoted to the completion of mapping and, most importantly,

test excavations to secure data on sherds, artifacts, and architec-

ture. This season is planned to extend from February through June

to take advantage of the driest part of the year.

PROJECT PERSONNEL

Principal Investigator, William A. Haviland, who has been

responsible for the settlement pattern program of the Tikal Project,

is responsible for the overall supervision of the project and the

coordination of all phases, including the exploration, mapping,

architectural survey, and archaeological programs He will spend

a portion of his time in the field, He will also have responsibility
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for the assembling and editing of the final publications.

The Field Director, Dennis E. Puleston, who has sewed as

Haviland's assistant at Tilcal for the settlement pattern program

and who has been responsible for the Tikal chultun program, is

responsible to the Principal Investigator for the field opera-

tions. He serves as Chief of Staff, and has primary responsibility

for mapping and exploration. Olga 8. Puleston will take charge

of the laboratory operation in the 1966 season. She will be

trained by the Tikal Laboratory personnel so that the procedures

of the sustaining area program are consistent with those of the

Tikal Project. This is of great importance for the cross-compari-

son of artifactual materials.

In addition, the staff will include one surveyor in addition

to Puleston, three excavators, an architect, and a ceramist. It ig

planned that the ceramist will have worked during 1966 on Tikal

pottery under the direction of T Patrick Culbert; Tikal Project

Ceramist, so that our ceramic work may be most easily related to

that at Tikal. For the other personnel, we plan to utilize graduate

students insofar as possible. We hope that as many of these as

possible will be Guatemalans. In some instances, they will be

able to investigate problems that form suitable thesis topics on

both the M.A. and Ph.D. levels.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED RESEARCH

A. Mapping and exploration.

1. Strip survey of North radius. One crew will map a 500 m.

strip extonding north 10 Ion. from the Tikal site map to complete
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the four radii. This, in conjunction with the already completed

strips running equal distances to the south, east, and west should

permit meaningful delineation of Tikal as a site in terms of popu-

lation density. Whether this corresponds with a boundary between

what the ancient Maya themselves thought of as Tikal and non-Tikal

is a very real problem which will be considered in the final analy-

sis. This will require more data than mapping alone can give us,

but the survey is a necessary first step.

2. Strip survey of the northern park boundary The same

crew as above will survey a 24 km. strip 500 m. wide, with the

north radius strip intersecting at the 12 km. point. This will

provide data on settlement and its relation to topography over a

large area far removed from Tikal, in what may reasonably be assumed

to have been a farming area. There is also the possibility, ad-

mittedly remote, that such a strip might cross a boundary between

the Tikal and Uaxactun sustaining areas, ft survey of this strip

presents certain logistical problems and it will require equipment

for camping out. It will be possible, however, to reopen an old

oil company road which runs north from Chikin Tikal for better

access to one portion of this boundary.

3. Mapping of small nucleated sites. A second survey crew

will continue the location and mapping of such sites as occur

within the park boundaries.

4. Exploration. Personnel will be allotted when the oppor-

tunity presents itself to investigate reports of small nucleated

sites and other features within the park boundaries.
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5. General remarks. Mapping methodology has been described

in the Science manuscript. The surveyors will keep notebooks for

data on elevations, terrain, basic dimensions of structures, or

any other meaningful information. Final publication is planned

for an overall map of the park based on already available aero

surveys for contours and other features of the landscape. This

will give the locations of srnall nucleated sites and the strip

surveys. The latter will be published at a scale of 1:5000, the

smallest scale possible without loosing significant details. The

strip maps alone, with the Tikal map, will cover some 48 sq. km ,

or roughly 8% of the total area. This is only a minimal figure,

however, for as on the south radius strip, mapping sometimes ex

tends beyond the 500 m. width, and the small nucleated sites will

increase the mapped percentage even more.

B. Excavation.

1. Test excavation. One staff, with four men, will run an

extensive program of test pitting. This ia necessary in order to

secure sherd samples from throughout the surveyed areas This

will permit some idea of how many structures were in use at any

given time. It may also permit inferences with respect to the

possible spread of population outward from Tikal through time.

In other woixis, such testing is absolutely essential for the inter

pretation of the survey data.

2. Intensive excavation. Two staff, with a total of ten work

men at their disposal, will secure more complete archaeological

data than is possible through test excavations- This is necessary

if we are to shed light on four important problems. First, about
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how many of the small structures beyond the Tikal site map may

actually be considered as dwellings? This is very important with

respect to prehistoric population densities. Second, are the

dwellings of those who were probably farmers at all like dwellings

at Tikal? If so, it may mean that the population of Tikal included

some farmers. Third, did the inhabitants of probable rural areas

participate in what might be characterized as a folk culture, as

opposed to a complex culture for Tikal proper? Time depth, of

course, is necessary in order to attempt to settle this problem,

which involves questions of relative conservatism. Finally, were

the cultural ties of the inhabitants of the area under investiga-

tion to Tikal? For all of these questions, data on structure types,

artifacts, and burial patterns beyond what can be secured through

test pits is essential for purposes of comparison with the Tikal

data. Supplementary useful data will come from the test program and

the architectural survey (see below). Of course, we will not be able

at this time to come up with final answers to all of the questions

posed here, but we can indicate certain interpretive leads.

C. Architectural survey. One staff trained in architecture, with

one assistant, will undertake the recording of standing masonry for

small nucleated sites. It may also prove possible for the architect

to assist the excavators in the recording of architectural detail.

The architect will be largely dependent on information from the sur-

veyors' notes as to where his services are needed.

D. Laboratory Study.

1. Ceramics. The ceramist will work primarily in the labora-

tory, handling the material as it comes in from the field. It
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is planned that his field season will begin and end approximately

one month later than that of the rest of the staff. His analysis

will be based on that for the Tikal ceramics, and he will be con-

cerned with sequence, social dimension, and the problem of simi-

larity or dissimilarity to Tikal ceramics. Perhaps in the future

a technological analysis may be made to gain an idea of trade re-

lations in the region (as Rands has done for Palenque), but it is

now uncertain as to whether the geological situation is such that

a study of this sort can ever be made. Hence this is not included

in the present proposal.

2. Artifacts. As with ceramics, these will be handled in the

laboratory in terms of the Tikal system. They will be handled by

Olga Puleston.

3. Skeletal remains. These will be brought into the labora

tory and studied by Haviland.

E. Publication plans. It is planned to have manuscripts ready

for publication in 1969. Plans for the final mpa have been dis-

cussed above. We plan » full presentation of all archaeological

cata as well as a synthesis. As far as possible, this will be

based on the standards adopted for the series of Tikal Reports

The principal investigator will be responsible for the editing of

all manuscripts. Preparation of the manuscripts will require sub-

stantial funds, especially for the maps. There is also the necessity

for the drafting of architectural plans, sections, and elevations

as well as secretarial and photographic assistance.
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CONCLUDING NOTE

We would like to emphasize the fact that this project goes far

beyond anything yet attempted for the Maya area. The nearest

approaches are Bollard's northeast Peten survey (toerican Antiquity

25: 355-372) and the work of Willey and his associates in the

Belize valley (Papjers of the Jteabody Museum LIV). The latter in-

volves an entirely different ecological zone than the Peten. More-

over, excavation and mapping did not extend beyond specific sites

in the region. Bullard's survey, on the other hand, consisted of

informal reconnaissance over large areas, with minimal test exca-

vation or precise mapping. With respect to Tikal, we have an ideal

situation. Considerable information exists with respect to settle-

ment at this single major site. There are the survey trails oriented

to the site which may be used for mapping. Roads and trails facili-

tate access to various different portions of the area. Finally,

there are the facilities at Tikal, which provide an existing base

of operations, We should not fail to take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to relate Tikal settlement to that over a wider surrounding

area.
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Proposed J&udget

Direct Costs

Salaries and Wages

Field Director, Graduate Assistant,
100%, 5 months $ 3,000

Field Staff, 6 members
100%, 5 months 4,500

Architect, 1 member
100%, 5 months 1,000

26 Native Workers @ $2.25/day
for 150 days _JL>.17J?

Total Salaries and Wages $17,275

Social Security Contributions $ 760
Guatemalan Workers Compensation 3% 263
Special Hazards and Health Insurance _ j>°J3

Total $ 1,523

Total Personnel Costs §18.798 $18,798

Travel and Subsistence

8 Staff Members and Director, Round-
trip- Penn. to Quatemala @ $350
per person $ 3,150

To fly native workers to site @ $10
per worker

Total Travel $ 3,410

$3/day for 8 staff for 150 days $ 3,600
§3/day for Director for 30 days _90

Total Subsistence $ 3,690

Total Travel and Subsistence $ 7A1QO $25,898

Other Direct Costs

Field Supplies $ 2,000
Report Preparations

Maps 3,000
Manuscript Preparation 1̂ 500

Total Direct Costs $ 6,500 $32,398
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Proposed Budget (Continued)

Indirect Costs—Calculated at the University of
Vermont's latest provisional rate of 32.6% of
Off-Campus—outside Burlington salaries and
wages. $ 5,632

Total Project Costs $38,030

Less University of Vermont contribution computed
at 554 of Total Direct and Indirect Costs $ 1,902 -$ 1,902

Total Requested from NSP $36,128
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